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DECOMPOSING INTEGERS 
"God created the integers, all else is the work of man." Leopold Kronecker 

 
The Problem. What are the integers that can be written as x²+ay², where a∈Z is fixed? 
Remark. Finding n∈Z that can be written as x²+ay² is like looking for n∈Z for which the equation x²+ay²=n has 
solutions (x,y)∈Z×Z. It will be noticed that some equations have no solutions, while others have a finite number 
of solutions and others have an infinite number of solutions.  

Using the Scientific WorkPlace Program for graphing, we will analyze the important cases a=1, a=-1, 
a=2, a=-2, discovering the solvability of equations by graphical search on circles, ellipses, lines and hyperboles. 
For a=0, we will also mention the graphical answer.  

We will present some general results demonstrated in number theory, which are found in the works in 
the bibliography, both for a∈{1,2,-1,-2,0} and for other values. We will also mention open problems. 

A computer program could be written to generate, for each fixed a∈Z, the numbers n=x²+ay²∈Z, giving 
values (x,y)∈N×N and then ordering the generated integers. Having an infinite number of integers, the program 
must be stopped running imposing an upper generation limit. 

 
I. a>0 (a=1,2,3,5,7, other cases) 
Remark. Since x²+ay²≥0, ∀(x,y)∈Z×Z ⇒ n∈Z, n<0 cannot be written as x²+ay², (x,y)∈Z×Z. 
We look for n∈Z, n≥0 for which there is (x,y)∈Z×Z such that n=x²+ay². 
QUESTION 1. a=1. What are integers n∈Z, n≥0 that can be written as x²+y²? 
Answer 1.1. We partially researched, by graphical analysis and algebraic verification, which of the numbers 
n∈{0,1,2,...,21} can be written as x²+y². 
1) n=0: We are looking if the circle that becomes a 
double point, with the equation 

x²+y²=0⇔(x,y)=(0,0), 
passes through a point with integers coordinates 
(x,y)∈Z×Z. We find: n=0=0²+0².  
2) n∈Z,n≥1: We are looking if the circle with center (0,0) 
and radius√n, with the equation 

x²+y²=n⇔x²+y²=(√n)², 
passes through a point with integers coordinates 
(x,y)∈Z×Z. By searching for n∈{1,2,...,21}, i.e. looking 
for the colored circles passing through integer coordinate 
points, we find all possible writing solutions: 
red: 1=1²+0²=0²+1²=(-1)²+0²=0²+(-1)²; 
orange: 2=1²+1²=(-1)²+1²=(-1)²+(-1)²=1²+(-1)²; 
yellow: 3 cannot be written as x²+y², i.e. there are no 
integers coordinates points (x,y) located on the circle 
with center (0,0) and radius √3.  
green: 4=2²+0²=0²+2²=(-2)²+0²=0²+(-2)²; 
blue: 5=2²+1²=1²+2²=(-1)²+2²=(-2)²+1²=(-2)²+(-1)²=(-1)²+(-2)²=1²+(-2)²=2²+(-1)²;  
purple: 6 cannot be written as x²+y², i.e. there are no integers coordinates points (x,y) located on the circle with 
center (0,0) and radius √6.  



violet: 7 cannot be written as x²+y², i.e. there are no integers coordinates points (x,y) located on the circle with 
center (0,0) and radius √7.  
red: 8=2²+2²=(-2)²+2²=(-2)²+(-2)²=2²+(-2)²;  
orange: 9=3²+0²=0²+3²=(-3)²+0²=0²+(-3)²; 
yellow: 10=3²+1²=1²+3²=(-1)²+3²=(-3)²+1²= 
(-3)²+(-1)²=(-1)²+(-3)²=1²+(-3)²=3²+(-1)²; 
green: 11 cannot be written as x²+y², i.e. there are no integers coordinates points (x,y) located on the circle with 
center (0,0) and radius √(11); 
blue: 12 cannot be written as x²+y², i.e. there are no integers coordinates points (x,y) located on the circle with 
center (0,0) and radius √(12); 
purple: 13=3²+2²=2²+3²=(-2)²+3²=(-3)²+2²=(-3)²+(-2)²=(-2)²+(-3)²=2²+(-3)²=3²+(-2)²;  
violet: 14 cannot be written as x²+y², i.e. there are no integers coordinates points (x,y) located on the circle with 
center (0,0) and radius √(14). 
red: 15 cannot be written as x²+y², i.e. there are no integers coordinates points (x,y) located on the circle with 
center (0,0) and radius √(15); 
orange: 16=4²+0²=0²+4²=(-4)²+0²=0²+(-4)²; 
yellow: 17=4²+1²=1²+4²=(-1)²+4²=(-4)²+1²=(-4)²+(-1)²=(-1)²+(-4)²=1²+(-4)²=4²+(-1)²; 
green: 18=3²+3²=(-3)²+3²=(-3)²+(-3)²=3²+(-3)²; 
blue: 19 cannot be written as x²+y², i.e. there are no integers coordinates points (x,y) located on the circle with 
center (0,0) and radius √(19); 
purple: 20=4²+2²=2²+4²=(-2)²+4²=(-4)²+2²=(-4)²+(-2)²=(-2)²+(-4)²=2²+(-4)²=4²+(-2)²; 
violet: 21 cannot be written as x²+y², i.e. there are no integers coordinates points (x,y) located on the circle with 
center (0,0) and radius √(21). 
Graphic conclusions: For n∈{1,2,...,21}, completely traversing the circles of equations x²+y²=n (curves with 
finite length), from the point (√n,0) counterclockwise, we found that the numbers 

1,2,4,5,8,9,10,13,16,17,18,20 
can be written as x²+y², (x,y)∈Z×Z. In addition, the writing is not unique. Due to the symmetry, it is sufficient 
to find the solutions (x,y)∈N×N for the equation x²+y²=n, i.e. of those points on Ox₊,Oy₊ or in Ist quadrant that 
are on the circle and have coordinates in N. 
Answer 1.2. Theorem in Number Theory.  
a) (Fermat) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²+y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=2 or p=4k+1,k∈N, 
p≡1(mod 4). (Bănescu [3], Ionaşcu, Patterson [7]) 
b) The number n∈Z, n≥1 is written as n=x²+y², (x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if its prime factors, of the form 
4k+3,k∈N (≡3(mod 4)), are numbers that appear at even powers. (Bănescu [3]) 
Remark 1.1. If n=k², k∈Z then there exists the trivial writing solution n=k²+0²=(-k)²+0²=0²+(-k)²=0²+k². 
Remark 1.2. If there are two distinct unordered pairs of solutions (x,y)∈N×N of the equation x²+y²=n, then n is 
composite. (Andreescu [2], pp. 89) 
Remark 1.3. Let z=u+iv∈C. Then 

u²+v²=|z|²=|z²|=|u²-v²+i⋅2uv|=√((u²-v²)²+(2uv)²)⇔(u²-v²)²+(2uv)²=(u²+v²)². 
A method of generating, by a computer program, the numbers n=x²+y²∈N with form derived from Pythagorean 
numbers, can be obtained by giving values for (u,v)∈N×N, with u>v (for such a pair (u,v) we can construct 
accordingly and (v,u), and (-u,v) and so on). Having obtained an infinite number of integers, the program must 
be stopped running, imposing an upper generation limit.  
 
QUESTION 2. a=2. What are integers n∈Z, n≥0 that can be written as x²+2y²? 
Answer 2.1. We partially researched, by graphical analysis and algebraic verification, which of the numbers 
n∈{0,1,2,...,21} can be written as x²+2y². 
1) n=0: We are looking if the ellipse that becomes a double point, with the equation 

x²+2y²=0⇔(x,y)=(0,0),  
passes through a point with integers coordinates (x,y)∈Z×Z. We find: n=0=0²+2⋅0². 



2) n∈Z,n≥1: We are looking if the ellipse with center 
(0,0) and semiaxis √n, √((n/2)), with the equation 

x²+2y²=n⇔((x²)/((√n)²))+((y²)/((√((n/2)))²)=1, 
passes through a point with integers coordinates 
(x,y)∈Z×Z. By searching for n∈{1,2,...,21}, i.e. looking 
for the colored ellipses passing through integer 
coordinate points, we find all possible writing solutions: 
red: 1=1²+2⋅0²=(-1)²+2⋅0²; 
orange: 2=0²+2⋅1²=0²+2⋅(-1)²; 
yellow: 3=1²+2⋅1²=(-1)²+2⋅1²=(-1)²+2⋅(-1)²= 1²+2⋅(-1)²;  
green: 4=2²+2⋅0²=(-2)²+2⋅0²; 
blue: 5 cannot be written as x²+2y², i.e. there are no 
integers coordinates points (x,y) located on the ellipse 
with x²+2y² =5; 
purple: 6=2²+2⋅1²=(-2)²+2⋅1²=(-2)²+2⋅(-1)²= 2²+2⋅(-1)²; 
violet: 7 cannot be written as x²+2y², i.e. there are no 
integers coordinates points (x,y) located on the ellipse 
x²+2y² =7; 
red: 8=0²+2⋅2²=0²+2⋅(-2)²; 
orange: 9=3²+2⋅0²=1²+2⋅2²=(-1)²+2⋅2²=(-3)²+2⋅0²=(-1)²+2⋅(-2)²=1²+2⋅(-2)²; 
yellow: 10 cannot be written as x²+2y², i.e. there are no integers coordinates points (x,y) located on the ellipse 
x²+2y² =10; 
green: 11=3²+2⋅1²=(-3)²+2⋅1²=(-3)²+2⋅(-1)²=3²+2⋅(-1)²; 
blue: 12=2²+2⋅2²=(-2)²+2⋅2²=(-2)²+2⋅(-2)²=2²+2⋅(-2)²; 
purple: 13 cannot be written as x²+2y², i.e. there are no integers coordinates points (x,y) located on the ellipse 
x²+2y² =13; 
violet: 14 cannot be written as x²+2y², i.e. there are no integers coordinates points (x,y) located on the ellipse 
x²+2y² =14; 
red: 15 cannot be written as x²+2y², i.e. there are no integers coordinates points (x,y) located on the ellipse 
x²+2y² =15; 
orange: 16=4²+2⋅0²=(-4)²+2⋅0²; 
yellow: 17=3²+2⋅1²=(-3)²+2⋅1²=(-3)²+2⋅(-1)²=3²+2⋅(-1)²; 
green: 18=4²+2⋅1²=0²+2⋅3²=(-4)²+2⋅1²=(-4)²+2⋅(-1)²= 
0²+2⋅(-3)²=4²+2⋅(-1)²; 
blue: 19=1²+2⋅3²=(-1)²+2⋅3²=(-1)²+2⋅(-3)²=1²+2⋅(-3)²; 
purple: 20 cannot be written as x²+2y², i.e. there are no integers coordinates points (x,y) located on the ellipse 
x²+2y² =20; 
violet: 21 cannot be written as x²+2y², i.e. there are no integers coordinates points (x,y) located on the ellipse 
x²+2y² =21. 
Graphic conclusions: For n∈{1,2,...,21}, completely traversing ellipses of equations x²+2y²=n (curves with 
finite length), from the point (√n,0) counterclockwise, we found that the numbers 

1,2,3,4,6,8,9,11,12,16,17,18,19 
can be written as x²+2y², (x,y)∈Z×Z. In addition, the writing is not unique. Due to the symmetry, it is sufficient 
to find the solutions (x,y)∈N×N for the equation x²+2y²=n, i.e. of those points on Ox₊,Oy₊ or in Ist quadrant that 
are on the ellipse and have coordinates in N. 
Answer 2.2. Theorem in Number Theory.  
a) (Lagrange) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²+2y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=2 or p=8k+1,k∈N, 
p≡1(mod 8) or p=8k+3,k∈N, p≡3(mod 8). (Bănescu [3], Ionaşcu, Patterson [7]) 
b) The number n∈Z, n≥1 is written as n=x²+2y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if its prime factors, of the form 
8k+5,k∈N or 8k+7,k∈N (≡5(mod 8) or ≡7(mod 8)) are numbers that appear at even powers. (Bănescu [3]) 
Remark 2.1. If n=k², k∈Z then there exists the trivial writing solution n=k²+2⋅0²=(-k)²+2⋅0². 
 



QUESTION 3. a=3,5,7. What are integers n∈Z,n≥0 that can be written as x²+ay²? 
Answer 3.1. We partially researched, in the similar way, by graphical analysis and algebraic verification, 
which of the numbers n∈{0,1,2,...,21} can be written as x²+ay². 
Graphic conclusions: For n=0, 0= 0²+ a⋅0². For n∈{1,2,...,21}, completely traversing ellipses of equations 
x²+ay²=n (curves with finite length), from the point (√n,0) counterclockwise, we found that the numbers        

a=3: 1,3,4,7,9,12,13,16,19,21 
a=5: 1,4,5,6,9,14,16,20,21 
a=7: 1,4,7,8,9,11,16 

can be written as x²+ay²,(x,y)∈Z×Z. In addition, the writing is not unique.  

 
Answer 3.2.1. Theorem in Number Theory. 
a) (Euler) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²+3y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=3 or p=3k+1, k∈N, 
p≡1(mod 3) (Bănescu [3])/ p=6k+1, k∈N, p≡1(mod 6) ((Ionaşcu, Patterson [7]))  
b) The number n∈Z, n≥1 is written as n=x²+3y², (x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if its prime factors, of the form 
3k+2,k∈N (≡2(mod 3)) are numbers that appear at even powers. (Bănescu [3]) 
Answer 3.2.2. Theorem in Number Theory. 
a) (Lagrange-Dirichlet) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²+5y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=5 or 
p=20k+1,k∈N, p≡1(mod 20) or p=20k+9,k∈N, p≡9(mod 20). (Bănescu [3], Ionaşcu, Patterson [7])  
b) Under what conditions n∈N, n≥1 is written as n=x²+5y², (x,y)∈Z×Z, the question remains open. 
Answer 3.2.3. Theorem in Number Theory. 
a)The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²+7y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=7 or p=7k+1,k∈N, p≡1(mod 7) 
or p=7k+2,k∈N, p≡2(mod 7) or p=7k+4,k∈N, p≡4(mod 7). (Bănescu [3])  
b) The number n∈N, n≥1 is written as n=x²+7y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if its prime factors, of the form 
7k+3,k∈N or 7k+5,k∈N or 7k+6,k∈N (≡3(mod 7) or ≡5(mod 7) or ≡6(mod 7) are numbers that appear at even 
powers. (Bănescu [3]) 
Remark 3.1. If n=k², k∈Z then there exists the trivial writing solution n=k²+a⋅0²=(-k)²+a⋅0². 
 
QUESTION 4. Certain a>0. What are integers n∈Z,n≥0 that can be written as x²+ay²? 
Answer 4.1. Graphical analysis and algebraic verification become difficult for large values of a>0 and n>0.  
For the the prime number n=p>0 we have the results:  
Answer 4.2. Theorem in Number Theory. (Ionaşcu, Patterson [7])     
a) (Fermat) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²+y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=2 or p≡1(mod 4). 
b) (Fermat) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²+2y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=2 or p≡j(mod 8), 
j∈{1,3}. 
c) (Fermat-Euler) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²+3y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=3 or p≡1(mod 6). 
d) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²+4y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p≡1(mod 4). 
e) (Lagrange) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²+5y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=5 or p≡j²(mod 20), 
j∈{1,3}. 



f) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²+6y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p≡j(mod 24), j∈{1,7}. 
g) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²+7y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=7 or p≡j²(mod 14), j∈{1,3,5}. 
h) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²+8y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p≡1(mod 8). 
i) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²+9y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p≡j²(mod 36), j∈{1,5,7}. 
j) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²+10y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p≡j(mod 40), j∈{1,9,11,19}. 
k) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²+12y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p≡j(mod 48), j∈{1,13,25,37}. 
l) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²+13y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p≡j²(mod 52), j∈{1,3,5,7,9,11}. 
m) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²+15y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p≡j(mod 60), j∈{1,19,31,49}. 
n) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²+16y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p≡1(mod 8). 
Remark 4.1. If n=k²,k∈Z then there exists the trivial writing solution n=k²+a⋅0²=(-k)²+a⋅0². 
 
II. a<0 (a=-1,-2, other cases) 
Remark. We look for n∈Z for which there is (x,y)∈Z×Z such that n=x²-ay². 
 
QUESTION 1. a=-1. What are integers that can be written as x²-y²? 
Answer 1.1. We partially researched, by graphical analysis in a certain region of the plane and algebraic 
verification, which of the numbers n∈{-21,...,-2,-1,0,1,2,...,21} can be written as x²-y².  
1) n=0: We are looking if the hyperbola that becomes two secant lines, with the equation 

x²-y²=0⇔(x=y or x=-y)  
passes through a point with integers coordinates (x,y)∈Z×Z.  
We find: n=0=0²-0²=...=(±x)²-(±x)²=(±x)²-(∓x)²,∀x∈Z.  
2) n∈Z,n≥1: We are looking if the hyperbola with the equation 

x²-y²=n⇔((x²)/((√n)²))-((y²)/((√n)²))=1, 
passes through a point with integers coordinates (x,y)∈Z×Z. The graphical analysis area must be enlarged as a 
region in the plane to find at least one solution for writing n, if it exists, using (x,y) integer coordinates. Here, 
we will increase the symmetric region of the plane [-5,5]×[-5,5] only partially, relative to Ox₊,Oy₊ and Ist 
quadrant, i.e. to [0,12]×[0,12], symmetrizing then the solutions found.  By searching for n∈{1,2,...,21}, i.e. 
looking for the colored hyperbolas passing through integer coordinate points, we observe only some of the 
possible writing solutions, those from the studied plan region: 

red: 1=1²-0²=(-1)²-0².     
orange: 2=we cannot decide from the study.     
yellow: 3=2²-1²=(-2)²-1²=(-2)²-(-1)²=2²-(-1)².     
green: 4=2²-0²=(-2)²-0².     



blue: 5=3²-2²=(-3)²-2²=(-3)²-(-2)²=3²-(-2)².     
purple: 6=we cannot decide from the study.     
violet: 7=4²-3²=(-4)²-3²=(-4)²-(-3)²=4²-(-3)².     
red: 8=3²-1²=(-3)²-1²=(-3)²-(-1)²=3²-(-1)².     
orange: 9=5²-4²=(-5)²-4²=(-5)²-(-4)²=5²-(-4)².     
yellow: 10=we cannot decide from the study.     
green: 11=6²-5²=(-6)²-5²=(-6)²-(-5)²=6²-(-5)².     
blue: 12=4²-2²=(-4)²-2²=(-4)²-(-2)²=4²-(-2)².     
purple: 13=7²-6²=(-7)²-6²=(-7)²-(-6)²=7²-(-6)².     
violet: 14=we cannot decide from the study.     
red:15=8²-7²=(-8)²-7²=(-8)²-(-7)²=8²-(-7)².     
orange: 16=4²-0²=(-4)²-0²=5²-3²=(-5)²-3²=(-5)²-(-3)²=5²-(-3)².     
yellow: 17=9²-8²=(-9)²-8²=(-9)²-(-8)²=9²-(-8)².     
green: 18=we cannot decide from the study.     
blue: 19=10²-9²=(-10)²-9²=(-10)²-(-9)²=10²-(-9)².     
purple: 20=6²-4²=(-6)²-4²=(-6)²-(-4)²=6²-(-4)².     
violet: 21=11²-10²=(-11)²-10²=(-11)²-(-10)²=11²-(-10)². 

3) n∈Z,n≤-1: We are looking if the hyperbola with the equation  
x²-y²=n⇔-((x²)/((√(-n))²))+((y²)/((√(-n))²))=1 

passes through a point with integers coordinates (x,y)∈Z×Z. The graphical analysis area must be enlarged as a 
region in the plane to find at least one solution for writing n, if it exists, using (x,y) integer coordinates. Here, 
we will increase the symmetric region of the plane [-5,5]×[-5,5] only partially, relative to Ox₊,Oy₊ and Ist 
quadrant, i.e. to [0,12]×[0,12], symmetrizing then the solutions found. By searching for n∈{-21,...,-2,-1}, i.e. 
looking for the colored hyperbolas passing through integer coordinate points, we observe only some of the 
possible writing solutions, those from the studied plan region: 

red: -1=0²-1²=0²-(-1)².     
orange: 2=we cannot decide from the study.     
yellow: -3=1²-2²=(-1)²-2²=(-1)²-(-2)²=1²-(-2)².     
green: -4=0²-2²=0²-(-2)².     
blue: -5=2²-3²=(-2)²-3²=(-2)²-(-3)²=2²-(-3)².     
purple: -6=we cannot decide from the study.     
violet: -7=3²-4²=(-3)²-4²=(-3)²-(-4)²=3²-(-4)².     
red: -8=1²-3²=(-1)²-3²=(-1)²-(-3)²=1²-(-3)².     
orange: -9=4²-5²=(-4)²-5²=(-4)²-(-5)²=4²-(-5)².     



yellow: -10=we cannot decide from the study.     
green: -11=5²-6²=(-5)²-6²=(-5)²-(-6)²=5²-(-6)².     
blue: -12=2²-4²=(-2)²-4²=(-2)²-(-4)²=2²-(-4)².     
purple: -13=6²-7²=(-6)²-7²=(-6)²-(-7)²=6²-(-7)².     
violet: -14=we cannot decide from the study.     
red: -15=7²-8²=(-7)²-8²=(-7)²-(-8)²=7²-(-8)².     
orange: -16=0²-4²=0²-(-4)²=3²-5²=(-3)²-5²=(-3)²-(-5)²=3²-(-5)².     
yellow: -17=8²-9²=(-8)²-9²=(-8)²-(-9)²=8²-(-9)².     
green: -18=we cannot decide from the study.     
blue: -19=9²-10²=(-9)²-10²=(-9)²-(-10)²=9²-(-10)².     
purple: -20=4²-6²=(-4)²-6²=(-4)²-(-6)²=4²-(-6)².     
violet: -21=10²-11²=(-10)²-11²=(-10)²-(-11)²=10²-(-11)². 

Graphic conclusions: 1) n=0=(±x)²-(±x)²=(±x)²-(∓x)²,∀x∈Z. 
2) For n∈{1,2,...,21}, partially traversing hyperbolas of equations x²-y²=n (curves with infinite length), from the 
point (√n,0) in the lower left to the upper right direction, we found that the numbers 

1,3,4,5,7,8,9,11,12,13,15,16,17,19,20,21     
can be written as x²-y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z. In addition, the writing is not unique. Due to the symmetry, it is sufficient to 
find the solutions (x,y)∈N×N for the equation x²-y²=n, i.e. of those points on Ox₊,Oy₊ or in Ist quadrant that are 
on the hyperbola and have coordinates in N. 
3) For n∈{-21,...,-2,-1}, partially traversing hyperbolas of equations x²-y²=n (curves with infinite length), from 
the point (0,√(-n)) in the lower left to the upper right direction, we found that the numbers        

-1,-3,-4,-5,-7,-8,-9,-11,-12,-13,-15,-16,-17,-19,-20,-21     
can be written as x²-y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z. In addition, the writing is not unique. Due to the symmetry, it is sufficient to 
find the solutions (x,y)∈N×N for the equation x²-y²=n, i.e. of those points on Ox₊,Oy₊ or in Ist quadrant that are 
on the hyperbola and have coordinates in N. 
Answer 1.2. Theorem in Number Theory.    
a) If the integer n∈Z is of the form 2k+1,k∈Z, n≡1(mod 2) or 4k,k∈Z, n≡0(mod 4) then n can be written as 
n=x²-y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z.     
b) If n∈Z is of the form 4k+2,k∈Z, n≡2(mod 4), the question remains open.    
Sketch of proof. We look for n∈Z for which there exists (x,y)∈Z×Z such that n=x²-y²⇔n=(x-y)(x+y). 
∀n=2k+1, k∈Z (so for n=4k′+1, n=4k′+3, k′∈Z) ⇒ ∃x=k+1∈Z, ∃y=k∈Z such that n=x²-y². 
∀n=4k, k∈Z⇒∃x=k+1∈Z, ∃y=k-1∈Z such that n=x²-y².  
∀n=4k+2, k∈Z⇒ the question remains open. We tried 

x-y=2, x+y=2k+1⇒x=((2k+3)/2) ∉Z and y=((2k-1)/2) ∉Z. 
Remark 1.1. If n=k², k∈Z then there exists the trivial writing solution n=k²-0²=(-k)²-0².     

If n=-k², k∈Z then there exists the trivial writing solution n=0²-k²=0²-(-k)². 
 

QUESTION 2. a=-2. What are integers that can be written as x²-2y²? 
Answer 2.1. We partially researched, by graphical analysis in a certain region of the plane and algebraic 
verification, which of the numbers n∈ {-21,...,-2,-1,0,1,2,...,21} can be written as x²-2y². 
1) n=0: We are looking if the hyperbola that becomes two secant lines, with the equation  
 x²-2y²=0⇔(x=√2y or x=-√2y) 
passes through a point with integers coordinates (x,y)∈Z×Z. We find: n=0=0²-2⋅0². 
2) n∈Z,n≥1: We are looking if the hyperbola with the equation 

x²-2y²=n⇔ ((x²)/((√n)²))-((y²)/((√((n/2)))²))=1 



passes through a point with integers coordinates (x,y)∈Z×Z. The graphical analysis area must be enlarged as a 
region in the plane to find at least one solution for writing n, if it exists, using (x,y) integer coordinates. Here, 
we will increase the symmetric region of the plane  [-5,5]×[-5,5] only partially, relative to Ox₊,Oy₊ and Ist 
quadrant, i.e. to [0,12]×[0,12], symmetrizing then the solutions found. By searching for n∈{1,2,...,21}, i.e. 
looking for the colored hyperbolas passing through integer coordinate points, we observe only some of the 
possible writing solutions, those from the studied plan region: 

 
red: 1=1²-2⋅0²=(-1)²-2⋅0²=3²-2⋅2²=(-3)²-2⋅2²=(-3)²-2⋅(-2)²=3²-2⋅(-2)².     
orange: 2=2²-2⋅1²=(-2)²-2⋅1²=(-2)²-2⋅(-1)²=2²-2⋅(-1)²=10²-2⋅7²=(-10)²-2⋅7²=(-10)²-2⋅(-7)²=10²-2⋅(-7)².     
yellow: 3=we cannot decide from the study.     
green: 4=2²-2⋅0²=(-2)²-2⋅0²=6²-2⋅4²=(-6)²-2⋅4²=(-6)²-2⋅(-4)²=6²-2⋅(-4)².     
blue: 5=we cannot decide from the study.     
purple: 6=we cannot decide from the study.     
violet: 7=3²-2⋅1²=(-3)²-2⋅1²=(-3)²-2⋅(-1)²=3²-2⋅(-1)²=5²-2⋅3²=(-5)²-2⋅3²=(-5)²-2⋅(-3)²=5²-2⋅(-3)².     
red: 8=4²-2⋅2²=(-4)²-2⋅2²=(-4)²-2⋅(-2)²=4²-2⋅(-2)².     
orange: 9=3²-0²=(-3)²-0²=9²-2⋅6²=(-9)²-2⋅6²=(-9)²-2⋅(-6)²=9²-2⋅(-6)².     
yellow: 10=we cannot decide from the study.     
green: 11=we cannot decide from the study.     
blue: 12=we cannot decide from the study.     
purple: 13=we cannot decide from the study.     
violet: 14=4²-2⋅1²=(-4)²-2⋅1²=(-4)²-2⋅(-1)²=4²-2⋅(-1)²=8²-2⋅5²=(-8)²-2⋅5²=(-8)²-2⋅(-5)²=8²-2⋅(-5)².     
red: 15=we cannot decide from the study.     
orange: 16=4²-2⋅0²=(-4)²-2⋅0².     
yellow: 17=5²-2⋅2²=(-5)²-2⋅2²=(-5)²-2⋅(-2)²=5²-2⋅(-2)²=7²-2⋅4²=(-7)²-2⋅4²=(-7)²-2⋅(-4)²=7²-2⋅(-4)².     
green: 18=6²-2⋅3²=(-6)²-2⋅3²=(-6)²-2⋅(-3)²=6²-2⋅(-3)².     
blue: 19=we cannot decide from the study.     
purple: 20=we cannot decide from the study.     
violet: 21=we cannot decide from the study. 
3) n∈Z,n≤-1: We are looking if the hyperbola with center (0,0), with the equation        

x²-2y²=n⇔-((x²)/((√(-n))²))+((y²)/((√(-(n/2)))²))=1 
passes through a point with integers coordinates (x,y)∈Z×Z. The graphical analysis area must be enlarged as a 
region in the plane to find at least one solution for writing n, if it exists, using (x,y) integer coordinates. Here, 
we will increase the symmetric region of the plane  [-5,5]×[-5,5] only partially, relative to Ox₊,Oy₊ and Ist 



quadrant, i.e. to [0,12]×[0,12], symmetrizing then the solutions found. By searching for n∈{-21,...,-2,-1}i.e. 
looking for the colored hyperbolas passing through integer coordinate points, we observe only some of the 
possible writing solutions, those from the studied plan region: 

 
red: -1=1²-2⋅1²=(-1)²-2⋅1²=(-1)²-2⋅(-1)²=1²-2⋅(-1)²=7²-2⋅5²=(-7)²-2⋅5²=(-7)²-2⋅(-5)²=7²-2⋅(-5)².     
orange: -2=0²-2⋅1²=0²-2⋅(-1)²=4²-2⋅3²=(-4)²-2⋅3²=(-4)²-2⋅(-3)²=4²-2⋅(-3)².     
yellow: -3=we cannot decide from the study.     
green: -4=2²-2⋅2²=(-2)²-2⋅2²=(-2)²-2⋅(-2)²=2²-2⋅(-2)².     
blue: -5=we cannot decide from the study.     
purple: -6=we cannot decide from the study.     
violet: -7=5²-2⋅4²=(-5)²-2⋅4²=(-5)²-2⋅(-4)²=5²-2⋅(-4)²=11²-2⋅8²=(-11)²-2⋅8²=(-11)²-2⋅(-8)²=11²-2⋅(-8)².     
red: -8=0²-2⋅2²=0²-2⋅(-2)²=8²-2⋅6²=(-8)²-2⋅6²=(-8)²-2⋅(-6)²=8²-2⋅(-6)².     
orange: -9=3²-2⋅3²=(-3)²-2⋅3²=(-3)²-2⋅(-3)²=3²-2⋅(-3)².     
yellow: -10=we cannot decide from the study.     
green: -11=we cannot decide from the study.     
blue: -12=we cannot decide from the study.     
purple: -13=we cannot decide from the study.     
violet: -14=2²-2⋅3²=(-2)²-2⋅3²=(-2)²-2⋅(-3)²=2²-2⋅(-3)²=6²-2⋅5²=(-6)²-2⋅5²=(-6)²-2⋅(-5)²=6²-2⋅(-5)².    
red: -15=we cannot decide from the study.     
orange: -16=0²-2⋅4²=0²-2⋅(-4)²=4²-2⋅4²=(-4)²-2⋅4²=(-4)²-2⋅(-4)²=4²-2⋅(-4)².     
yellow: -17=1²-2⋅3²=(-1)²-2⋅3²=(-1)²-2⋅(-3)²=1²-2⋅(-3)²=9²-2⋅7²=(-9)²-2⋅7²=(-9)²-2⋅(-7)²=9²-2⋅(-7)².     
green: -18=0²-2⋅3²=0²-2⋅(-3)².     
blue: -19=we cannot decide from the study.     
purple: -20=we cannot decide from the study.     
violet: -21=we cannot decide from the study. 
Graphic conclusions: 1) n=0=0²-2⋅0². 
2) For n∈{1,2,...,21}, partially traversing hyperbolas of equations x²-2y²=n (curves with infinite length), from 
the point (√n,0) in the lower left to the upper right direction, we found that the numbers 

1,2,4,7,8,9,14,16,17,18     
can be written as x²-2y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z. In addition, the writing is not unique. Due to the symmetry, it is sufficient 
to find the solutions (x,y)∈N×N for the equation x²-2y²=n, i.e. of those points on Ox₊,Oy₊ or in Ist quadrant that 
are on the hyperbola and have coordinates in N. 
3) For n∈{-21,...,-2,-1}, partially traversing hyperbolas of equations x²-2y²=n (curves with infinite length), from 
the point (0,√(-n)) in the lower left to the upper right direction, we found that the numbers        



-1,-2,-4,-7,-8,-9,-14,-16,-17,-18 
can be written as x²-2y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z. In addition, the writing is not unique. Due to the symmetry, it is sufficient 
to find the solutions (x,y)∈N×N for the equation x²-2y²=n, i.e. of those points on Ox₊,Oy₊ or in Ist quadrant that 
are on the hyperbola and have coordinates in N. 
Answer 2.2. Theorem in Number Theory.    
 a) The odd prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²-2y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=8k+1,k∈N, p≡1(mod 8) or 
p=8k-1,k∈N, p≡-1(mod 8). (Andreescu [1],[2], pp. 118, Ionaşcu, Patterson [7])     
b) The prime number n=-p<0 is written as -p=x²-2y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=2 or p≡±1(mod 8).  
(Ionaşcu, Patterson [7]) 
Remark 2.1. If n=k²,k∈Z then there exists the trivial writing solution n=k²-0²=(-k)²-0².     

If n=-k²,k∈Z then there exists the trivial writing solution n=0²-k²=0²-(-k)². 
Remark 2.2. (Muscalu [8]) For n=1, the equation x²-2y²=1 has an infinity of integer solutions. Indeed,     
-the equation has the solution (3,2), i.e. 3²-2⋅2²=1;     
-if (x,y) is a solution, then also (3x+4y,2x+3y) is a solution, because     

(3x+4y)²-2(2x+3y)²=9x²+24xy+16y²-2⋅(4x²+12xy+9y²)=x²-2y²=1.     
-let us define the string ((xk,yk))k by    

(x₁,y₁)=(3,2) 
(xk+1,yk+1)=(3xk+4yk,2xk+3yk), k∈N,k≥1     

According to the above statements, ((xk,yk))k  is a string of solutions.  
Since xk+1>xk ,k∈N,k≥1 it follows that it is a string of distinct solutions.     
The equation has an infinite number of solutions, i.e. n=1 can be written in an infinite number of ways as        
x²-2y².  
 
QUESTION 3. Certain a<0. What are integers that can be written as x²+ay²? 
Answer 3.1. Graphical analysis and algebraic verification become difficult for large values of |a|>0 and |n|>0. 
For the the prime number n=p>0 we have the results:     
Answer 3.2.1. Theorem in Number Theory. (Ionaşcu, Patterson [7])     
a) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²-y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p≠2.     
b) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²-2y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=2 or p≡±1(mod 8).     
c) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²-3y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p≡1(mod 12).  (Andreescu [1],[2])     
d) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²-4y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p≡1(mod 4).     
e) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²-5y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=5 or p≡±j²(mod 20), j∈{1,3}.     
f) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²-6y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=3 or p≡j(mod 24), j∈{1,19} 
g) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²-7y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=2 or p≡j(mod 14), j∈{1,9,11}.     
h) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²-8y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=7 or p≡j²(mod 32), j∈{1,3,5,7}.     
i) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²-9y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p≡1(mod 6).     
j) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²-10y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if           p≡j(mod 40), j∈{1,9,31,39}.     
k) The prime number n=p>0 is written as p=x²-11y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if           p≡j²(mod 44), 
j∈{1,3,5,7,9}. 
For the the prime number n=-p<0 we have the results:     
Answer 3.2.2. Theorem in Number Theory.(Ionaşcu, Patterson [7])     
a) The prime number n=-p<0 is written as -p=x²-y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p≠2.     
b) The prime number n=-p<0 is written as -p=x²-2y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=2 or p≡±1(mod 8).     
c) The prime number n=-p<0 is written as -p=x²-3y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=2 or p=3 or p≡11(mod 12) .     
d) The prime number n=-p<0 is written as -p=x²-4y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p≡3(mod 4).     
e) The prime number n=-p<0 is written as -p=x²-5y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=5 or p≡±j²(mod 20), j∈{1,3}.     
f) The prime number n=-p<0 is written as -p=x²-6y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=2 or p≡j(mod 24), j∈{5,23}     
g) The prime number n=-p<0 is written as -p=x²-7y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=7 or p≡j(mod 14), j∈{3,5,13}.     
h) The prime number n=-p<0 is written as -p=x²-8y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=7 or       p≡-j²(mod 32), 
j∈{1,3,5,7}.     
i) The prime number n=-p<0 is written as -p=x²-9y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p≡-1(mod 6).     



j) The prime number n=-p<0 is written as -p=x²-10y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p≡j(mod 40), j∈{1,9,31,39}.     
k) The prime number n=-p<0 is written as -p=x²-11y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and only if p=2 or p=11 or p≡-j²(mod 44), 
j∈{1,3,5,7,9}. 
Remark. Recall that the search for n∈Z that can be written as x²+ay² is the search for n∈Z for which the 
equation x²+ay²=n has solutions (x,y)∈Z×Z. 
Answer 3.3. Theorem in Number Theory. (Caşu, Bényi [5], Rosen [12]) For n ∈ Z the equation 

x2+ ay2 = n, with a <0, –a=A², A ∈N, A ≥1,  
has at most a finite number of solutions (x,y)∈Z×Z. 
Sketch of proof. x2-A2y2 = n ⇔ (x – Ay) (x + Ay) = n ⇔ 

x − Ay = u
x + Ay = v

 , where u and v are integers such that n= u⋅v. 

Remark. (Caşu, Bényi [5]) For n = 1, the equation 
x2 + ay2 = 1, with a < 0,–a = A2, A ∈N, A≥1, 

has only one natural solution, the trivial one (1,0), so two integers. 
That is, n=1 can be written in two ways as x2 - ay2 = 12 – a⋅02 = (–1)2 – a⋅02. 
Remark. For n ∈ Z the equation 

x2+ ay2 = n, with a <0, –a=A², A ∈N, A ≥1, –a =D 
is called Diophantine equations, even general Pell equations. 
Partial Answer 3.4. Theorem in Number Theory. (Andreescu [1], [2], Caşu. Bényi [5]) 
For n= 1, the positive Pell equation x2 – Dy2 = 1 has an infinity of solutions (xk ,yk )∈Z×Z given by 

 x = x x + Dy y
y = y x + x y

 

where (x1, y1) is a fundamental solution, i.e. nontrivial solution with the smallest x1> 0. 
The general solution can be written, using matrix calculation, in the form 

x = x + y √D + x − y √D

y =
√

x + y √D − x − y √D
 , k ∈ N* 

(check the relationship x + y √D = x + y √D , k ∈ N∗). 

That is, n=1 can be written in an infinite number of ways as x2 + ay2, with a < 0, –a ≠ A2, A ∈ N*. –a =D 
Example. (Andreescu [1], [2]) 
a) For n=1, the positive Pell equation x2 – 2y2 = 1 has the fundamental solution (3, 2) and the general solution 

x =  3 + 2√2 + 3 − 2√2

y =
√

3 + 2√2 − 3 − 2√2
, k ∈ N*. 

b) For n = 1, the positive Pell equation x2 – 3y2 = 1 has the fundamental solution (2, 1) and the general solution 

x =  2 + √3 + 2 − √3

y =
√

2 + √3 − 2 − √3
, k ∈ N*. 

c) For n = 1, the positive Pell equation x2 – 5y2 = 1 has the fundamental solution (9, 4) and the general solution 

x =  9 + 4√5 + 9 − 4√5

y =
√

9 + 4√5 − 9 − 4√5
, k ∈ N*. 



Remark. (Andreescu [2], Caşu, Bényi [5]) For n=1, the 
fundamental solutions for the positive Pell equations  
 x²+ay²=1, -a=D  
can be found in the following table:  
 
Remark. Unlike the positive Pell equation, which 
admits solutions for any a, the negative Pell equation 
admits solutions for certain numbers a. 
Partial Answer 3.5. Theorem in Number Theory. 
(Andreescu [1], [2], Caşu. Bényi [5]) For n = –1, the 
negative Pell equation x2 – Dy2 = –1, if it is solvable, 
then the equation has an infinity of solutions 

x = x x + Dy y

y = y x + x y
 

where (x , y ) is the nontrivial minimal solution, i.e. 
with the smallest x > 0, and (xk,yk) is the solution of 
the positive Pell equation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The general solution can be written, using matrix 
calculation, in the form 

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧ x = x + y √D x + y √D + x − y √D x − y √D

y =
√

x + y √D x + y √D − x − y √D x − y √D

, k ∈ N*. 

(check the relationship x + y √D = x + y √D , k ∈ N∗). 

That is, if n= –1 can be written in a way like x² + ay2, with a <0, –a ≠ A2, A ∈N*, –a = D, then it can be written 
in an infinity of ways. 
Remark. (Andreescu [2], Caşu, Bényi [5]) For n=-1, the minimal 
solutions for the negative Pell equations  
 x²+ay²=-1, -a=D  
can be found in the following table: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Example. a) (Andreescu [1], [2]) For n = –1, the negative Pell equation x2 – 34y2 = –1 it is not solvable. 
b) (Caşu, Bényi [5]) For n = –1, the negative Pell equation x2 – 3y2 = –1 it is not solvable. 
c) (Andreescu [1], [2]) For n = –1, the negative Pell equation x2 – 5y2 = –1 has the minimum solution (2, 1) and 
the general solution described by the formula. 



Partial Answer 3.6. Theorem in Number Theory. (Andreescu [1], [2]) For n= –1, let the negative Pell 
equation x2 + ay2 = –1, with a < 0, –a ≠ A2, A ∈ N*,  –a = D. If D is a prime number, then the equation is 

solvable if and only if D = 2 or D = 4k +1, k ∈ N D ≡1(mod4).  
Partial Answer 3.7. Theorem in Number Theory. (Andreescu [1], [2]) Let k ∈ N. k ≥ 2. For n = –1, the 
negative Pell equation x2 – (k2 – 4) y2 = –1 is solvable if and only if k = 3. 
Remark. (Andreescu [1], [2]) For n = ±1, the general solution of the positive / negative Pell equation 

x2 + ay2 = ±1, with a < 0, –a ≠ A², A ∈ N*,  –a = D  , 
can be determined using methods related, for the most part, to higher mathematics: method of continuous 
fractions; method of the square rings; other methods. 
Remark. (Andreescu [1], [2]) For n ∈ Z, the general solution of the general positive / negative Pell equation 

x2 + ay2 = n, with a < 0, –a ≠ A2, A ∈ N*,  –a = D  , 
can be determined using methods related, for the most part, to higher mathematics: direct search method, which 
is effective when |n| is small (we studied graphically for |n| ≥ 21) and when the fundamental solution of the 
attached Pell equation x2 + ay2 = 1 is small (for graphical analysis in a suitable region); Lagrange method; 
method of the square rings; cyclic method; other methods. 
Answer 3.8. Theorem in Number Theory (Andreescu [1], [2], pp. 323, 324). For n ∈ N, the general positive 

Pell equation x2 + ay2 = n, with a < 0, –a ≠ A2, A ∈ N*,  –a = D , if it has a nontrivial solution, it has an infinity 

of solutions (x,y)∈N×N. 

Answer 3.9. Theorem in Number Theory. (Andreescu [1], [2]) For n = p ∈ N prime number, the general 

positive Pell equation x2 + ay2 = ±p, with a < 0, –a ≠ A2, A ∈ N*,  –a = D  has at most a minimal solution 

(x,y)∈N×N for which x ≥ 0. If the equation is solvable, then it has one or two classes of solutions, as p divides 

or not the number –2a. 

Remark. (Andreescu [1], [2], pp. 117) The general positive / negative Pell equation either has no solutions or 

has an infinity of solutions. Determining the solvability of the general positive / negative Pell equation requires 

notions of higher mathematics that we do not introduce in this presentation. 

 
III. a=0 
QUESTION 1. a=0. What are integers that can be written as x²+0⋅y²? 
Remark. Solution. Since x²+0⋅y²≥0,∀(x,y)∈Z×Z ⇒ n∈Z, n<0 cannot be written as x²+0⋅y², (x,y)∈Z×Z.  
We look for n∈Z,n≥0 for which there is (x,y)∈Z×Z such that n=x²+0⋅y². 
Answer 1.1. We partially researched, by graphical analysis in a certain region of the plane and algebraic 
verification, which of the numbers n∈ {0,1,2,...,21} can be written as x²+0⋅y². 
1) n=0: We are looking if the two coincident lines, with the equation x²=0⇔x=0 passes through a point with 
integers coordinates (x,y)∈Z×Z. We find: n=0=0²+0⋅0²=0²+0⋅y²,∀y∈Z. 
2) n∈Z,n≥1: We are looking if the lines with the equation x²+0⋅y²=n⇔ (x=√n or x=-√n) passes through a point 
with integers coordinates (x,y)∈Z×Z. By searching for n∈{1,2,...,21}, i.e. looking for the colored lines passing 
through integer coordinate points, we observe only some of the possible writing solutions, those from the 
studied plan region: 
red: 1=1²+0⋅y²=(-1)²+0⋅y²,y∈Z     
orange: 2 it cannot be written as x²+0⋅y², i.e. there is no integer coordinate point (x,y) located on the lines of 
equations x=√2 or x=-√2.     
yellow: 3 it cannot be written as x²+0⋅y², i.e. there is no integer coordinate point (x,y) located on the lines of 
equations x=√3 or x=-√3.     
green: 4=2²+0⋅y²=(-2)²+0⋅y²,y∈Z     



blue: 5 it cannot be written as x²+0⋅y², i.e. there is no integer coordinate point (x,y) located on the lines of 
equations x=√5 or x=-√5.     
purple: 6 it cannot be written as x²+0⋅y²...    
violet: 7 it cannot be written as x²+0⋅y², i.e. there is no 
integer coordinate point (x,y) located on the lines of 
equations x=√7 or x=-√7.     
red: 8 it cannot be written as x²+0⋅y²...    
orange: 9=3²+0⋅y²=(-3)²+0⋅y²,y∈Z     
yellow: 10 it cannot be written as x²+0⋅y²... 
green: 11 it cannot be written as x²+0⋅y²... 
blue: 12 it cannot be written as x²+0⋅y²... 
purple: 13 it cannot be written as x²+0⋅y²... 
violet: 14 it cannot be written as x²+0⋅y²... 
red: 15 it cannot be written as x²+0⋅y²... 
orange: 16=4²+0⋅y²=(-4)²+0⋅y²,y∈Z     
yellow: 17 it cannot be written as x²+0⋅y²... 
green: 18 it cannot be written as x²+0⋅y²... 
blue: 19 it cannot be written as x²+0⋅y²... 
purple: 20 it cannot be written as x²+0⋅y²... 
violet: 21 it cannot be written as x²+0⋅y²... 
Graphic conclusions: For n∈{1,2,...,21}, partially traversing hlines of equations x²+0⋅y²=n (curves with 
infinite length), from bottom to top direction, we found that the numbers 
 1,4,9,16   
can be written as x²+0⋅y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z. In addition, the writing is not unique.  
Answer 1.2. Theorem in Number Theory. The number n∈Z, n≥1 is written as n=x²+0⋅y²,(x,y)∈Z×Z if and 
only if its prime factors are numbers that appear at even powers. 
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